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GENERAL CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 

Monday, October 19th 

8:00-9:00   Conference registration 

9:00-10:40  Technical session 1.M  

10:40-11:00  Coffee break + poster session 

11:00-12:40  Technical session 2.M 

12:40-14:00  Lunch 

14:00-15:40 Technical session 3.M 

15:40-16:00 Coffee break + poster session 

16:00- 17:40 Technical session 4.M 

Tuesday, October 20th 

9:00-10:40  Technical session 1.T 

10:40-11:00  Coffee break + poster session 

11:00-12:40  Technical session 2.T 

12:40-14:00  Lunch 

14:00- 17:40 Trip to Porto Venere 

20:00- 00:00 Conference dinner 

Wednesday, October 21th 

9:00-10:40  Technical session 1.W  

10:40-11:00  Coffee break + poster session 

11:00-12:40  Technical session 2.W 

12:40-14:00  Lunch 

14:00-15:40 Technical session 3.W  

15:40-16:00 Coffee break + poster session 

16:00- 17:40 Technical session 4.W 
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International Science and Technology Center - an Effective Frame 
for International Cooperation. 

Mission ContinuesProf. Waclaw Gudowski, Deputy Director 

Dr. Yuri Malakhov, SPM 

e-mail: malakhov@istc.ru 

ISTC was established by an international agreement in November 1992 as a nonproliferation 
program. ISTC includes 37 nations engaged  in a tryptic of (a) nonproliferation, (b) science, (c) 
international cooperation. 

ISTC fulfills its nonproliferation mission through the following activities: 

- Project Activities  
 Regular Science Projects  
 Partner Projects  

- Sustainability Activities 
 Commercialization Support Program 
 Competence Building  
 Partner Promotion 

- Support Activities 
 Workshops: EU, Japan, USA, Canada 
 Travel Grants (Mobility fund) 
 Technologies Database 
 Patenting Support, etcThe ISTC has funded more than 2.600 R&D projects 

from 980 CIS institutes, and has re-directed the efforts of over 69,000 CIS researchers to 
peaceful science.  

ISTC is a unique international organization, having a unique legal  framework, which  
facilitates international collaboration through: 

 Complete control of funds 
 Direct tax-free grant payments to recipients via ISTC 
 Customs- and duty-free imports of equipment via ISTC 
 Project planning, agreement, on-site monitoring and audits 
 ISTC facilitates on-site visits to institutes and closed cities 
 Access to ISTC database and networks 
 IPR that are integral to Project Agreements 
 Professional, in-country project management 

 

Over the past 2 years a number of significant political and economic developments have 
occurred that challenge the longer term mission of the ISTC unless steps are taken to 
transform.  
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The ISTC is at a crucial crossroads with respect to its future activities. 

ISTC may transform into an International Agency–Supporting Transparent Science & 
Development in Sensitive areas.  

An Options Paper, based on the consultative process, was presented to the December 
2006 Governing Board Meeting. The paper emphasized opportunities and 

threats/barriers and included more detailed pros and cons for various options. At 
present ISTC consideres several opportunities for the further mode of operation:  

(a). Programmatic Approach and call for proposals  

- Alignment of ISTC project activities with national priorities of the ISTC Parties. 
- Focus projects into “programs” to maximize efficiency and relevance to international 

science and cutting-edge research 
- Strong focus on partnering support 

(b). Sustainability  

ISTC helps scientists move away from financial reliance on ISTC and develop the 
skills and capabilities to attract other income. 

The ISTC has synthesized the Governing Board’s discussions into a new Vision Statement 
and a draft Strategic Plan. The new ISTC Vision Statement encompasses two separate but 
self-reinforcing objectives: (a) Sustainable Redirection, and (b) Support of G8 
Nonproliferation Priorities. 
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Nonlinear and multipole effects on uncertainties of an optical lattice 
clock 

S.I. Marmo1, V.D. Ovsiannikov1, P.A. Krasovskiy2, V.G. Pal’chikov2,  

A.V. Taichenachev3, V.I. Yudin3, H. Katori4 and M. Takamoto4 

1Department of Physics, Voronezh State University,  

Universitetskaya pl. 1, 394006, Voronezh, Russia 
2National Research Institute for Physical-Technical and Radio-Technical Measurements, 

141579, Mendeleevo, Moscow Region, Russia 
3Institute for Laser Physics SB RAS, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia 

4Department of Applied Physics, School of Physics, University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, 113-8656, 
Tokyo, Japan 

e-mail: vitpal@mail.ru 

e-mail: ovd@phys.vsu.ru 

 

Considerable attention to optical lattice clocks with “magic” wavelengths is caused by possibility of exclusively 
high stability and extremely low uncertainties of the frequency standard based on  strictly forbidden transition 
1 3

0 0
S P!  between ground-state and metastable levels of energy in neutral alkaline-earth and alkaline-earth-like 

atoms, such as Mg, Ca, Sr, Yb and Hg. The standard transition may be induced by the magnetic field of the 
nucleus in odd isotopes [1] and by an external field with a pseudo-vector characteristic (for example, the 
magnetic field or the field of the lattice or an additional light wave with magic frequency and circular 
polarization) in even isotopes [2,3]. 

 In reducing uncertainties to the level of 10-17-10-18, contradictory conditions appear for the lattice-field 
intensity. On the one hand, the intensity should be sufficient for confining atoms to the lattice sites. On the other 
hand, the Stark shifts of the working levels should be equalized so as to provide independence of intensity for the 
standard frequency to a very high degree of accuracy. To this end, in certain conditions, when the 
hyperpolarizabilities for the linear and circular polarized waves have opposite signs, some specific elliptical 
polarization of the lattice wave may be used (the “magic ellipticity”) which may reduce the hyperpolarizability 
effects up to zero [4]. Another way for eliminating quadratic in intensity Stark shift is to use the optical lattice 
with the “blue magic” wavelength, where atoms are trapped near the nodes of the standing wave and the higher-
order contributions to the Stark shift of the standard frequency are reduced essentially in comparison with the 
case of the usual “red-shifted magic” wavelength [5]. 

 An additional restriction for uncertainties which may cause an irremovable term to the error budget of 
the atomic clock may appear from the atomic motion in the lattice trapping potential. As was predicted in [6], 
this term may be caused by the difference between the lattice potentials for an atom in its lower 1

0
S  and upper 

3

0
P  working levels. In its turn, this difference is due to different spatial distributions of the dipole 

1

ˆ
E
V  and 

higher multipole (magnetic-dipole 
1

ˆ
M
V  and electric quadrupole 

2

ˆ
E
V ) interactions of atom with the lattice field:  

 1 2 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) sin( ) ( ) cos( )

E E M
V V k V V k! ! != + +  (1) 

where !  is the distance of the atomic center from the node of the standing wave with the “blue magic” 

wavelength 
b

!  determined from the equality of the dipole polarizabilities of the ground-state and metastable 

atom: 1 3
0 0

1 1 1( ) ( )E E E

b bS P
! " ! " != # . It is important to note that the polarizabilities should be negative, so as to 
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enable trapping atoms near the nodes of the lattice (in contrast with trapping atoms near antinodes in the “red-
shifted magic” wavelength). The oscillating motion near the bottom 0! =  of the potential well, arising from 
the interaction (1), is slightly different for an atom in its ground state and metastable state due to different M1-E2 
polarizabilities and dipole hyperpolarizabilities of the states. Therefore, a residual shift of the standard frequency 
appears (for a 1D lattice) 
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where ( )3 3 1 1

0 0 0 0

1 2 1 2

0

M E M E

P P S S
! ! ! ! !" = + # +  and !"  are the differences between the M1-E2 polarizabilities and 

E1 hyperpolarizabilities of the upper 3
0
P  and lower 1

0
S  working levels, M is the atomic mass, n  is the 

vibration quantum number of the oscillating motion of atom in the lattice well, I  is the incident intensity of a 
laser producing the optical lattice. An interesting feature of the lattice with a repulsive Stark shift is that the 
quadratic in I  shift determined by the hyperpolarizability appears as an inharmonic term of the oscillatory 
potential well, the contribution of which transfers into linear in I  shift to the frequency. Numerical estimates for 
Sr atoms in the lattice with the “blue magic” wavelength of 389.9

b
nm! =  [5] demonstrate that the 

hyperpolarizability effects (the fraction in the coefficient of the term linear in the laser intensity I ) are more than 
2 orders smaller than M1-E2 effects (the first term in the coefficient at I ) and the imaginary part of the 
hyperpolarizability, which corresponds to the rate of the two-photon ionization, is 7 orders smaller than the real 
part [5]. Equation (2) may be written as  

 
1 1/ 2

1

2
I I n! ! ! " #$ = + +% &

' (
, (3) 

where 8 2

1 (15.5 1.8 10 ) /( / )i mHz kW cm!
"

= + #  and 2

1/ 2
12.5 / /mHz kW cm! = " . With account of 

the absolute value of the clock frequency in Sr atoms 14
4.29 10

clock
Hz! = " , this data indicates the fractional 

uncertainty from the M1-E2 effects at the level of 10-17. 

 The values of 
1

!  and 
1/ 2

!  may be determined experimentally with account of different power 
dependence of the two terms in (3) and of the oscillator factor ( 1/ 2)n + , which enables to select the term with 
the square-root dependence on the intensity. 

 

[1] H. Katori, M. Takamoto, V.G. Pal’chikov et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 91, 173005 (2003). 

[2] A.V. Taichenachev, V.I. Yudin, C.W. Oates et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 96, 083001 (2006). 

[3]V.D.Ovsiannikov,V.G.Pal’chikov,A.V.Taichenachev et al, Phys.Rev.A 75, 020501(R) (2007). 

[4] A.V. Taichenachev, V.I. Yudin, V.D. Ovsiannikov et al. Phys.Rev.Lett. 97, 173601 (2006). 

[5] H. Katori, M. Takamoto, S.I. Marmo et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 102, 063002 (2009). 

[6] A.V. Taichenachev, V.I. Yudin, V.D. Ovsiannikov et al. Phys.Rev.Lett. 101, 193601 (2008). 
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All optical magnetoometry for NMR detection in a micro-Tesla field 
and unshielded environment 

G. Bevilacqua, V. Biancalana, Y. Dancheva, L. Moi 

CSC-Dip Fisica- Univ.Siena, Italia 

 e-mail: biancalana@unisi.it 

 
 
We describe a remote-detection, low-field NMR experiment based on an atomic 
magnetometer. 
A self-oscillating, all optical magnetometer is used to detect in a microTesla field the proton 
free-precession signal from a water sample previously polarized with permanent magnets (< 1 
T). Nuclear spins are manipulated either by pi/2 pulses or by non-adiabatic rotation. The 
magnetometer operates  in an unshielded environment and has a dual-channel sensor for 
differential measurements. 
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VIRGO status report 
Gianluca Gemme 

INFN Genova  

e-mail: gianluca.gemme@ge.infn.it 

 

The Virgo detector is designed to detect gravitational waves emitted by astrophysical sources in 
the frequency range from a few Hz to a few kHz. The first phase of commissioning of Virgo 
allowed to obtain good stability of the interferometer and a sensitivity close to the design. A first 
long science run (VRS1) took place in 2007 in coincidence with the LIGO detectors. Since then, a 
series of upgrades has taken place (Virgo+ configuration) to further improve the sensitivity, and a 
second, longer, science run (VSR2) started in July 2009 in coincidence with the LIGO S6 run. In 
parallel the Advanced Virgo detector is being designed, aiming at a at a sensitivity 10 times better 
than Virgo. 

The present status of Virgo will be presented, including results from VSR1 science run, 
along with the plans for future upgrades. 
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Photothermal characterization of high reflectivity mirrors 

Francesco Marin 

 Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita’  di Firenze, Italia  

e-mail:marin@fi.infn.it 

In high sensitivity interferometric measurements, critical limits are imposed by several noise 
sources associated with the interferometer optical components, and a crucial role is played in 
particular by the high reflection coating. For instance, an important phenomenon is the 
dynamic photothermal effect: an (even small) fraction of the light impinging on a mirror is 
absorbed and heats it, causing a local temperature change and, through thermal expansion, a 
deformation of the mirror surface. A fundamental limit to the interferometer sensitivity is 
therefore produced by the shot noise of the absorbed radiation, and such limit can be worse in 
the case of excess laser power fluctuations. In spite of being an annoying noise source, 
dynamic photothermal displacement can be exploited, using controlled laser power variations, 
for measuring the thermo-mechanical parameters of the mirror. This possibility is particularly 
important to investigate the characteristics of the coating. Thin film parameters are generally 
different from those of the bulk. Moreover, they depend on the film morphology, and finally 
on the techniques used for deposition. A photothermal analysis gives therefore useful 
information for understanding the general behavior of the coating and selecting the optimal 
fabrication procedure. At this purpose, it is important to analyze in particular the low-losses 
coating and substrates of the kind used in interferometers. 

In view of their possible use in the future gravitational wave detectors, it is important to check 
the photothermal effect also on substrates of different materials (particularly interesting are 
sapphire and silicon) and at cryogenic temperature Here we describe a detailed study of 
dynamic photothermal effect in a high Finesse cavity, where the mirror coating is very close to 
those conceived for gravitational wave detectors. Our attention is indeed particularly focused 
on the behavior of the dielectric films, but we also check the effect on a silicon substrate. Our 
investigation is performed both at room and at cryogenic temperature, and a theoretical model 
is developed in order to extract the most reliable information from the experimental data. 
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RYDBERG EXCITATIONS IN AN OPTICAL LATTICE 

 
D. Ciampini, M. Viteau, J. Radogostowicz, M. Bason, N. Malossi, O. Morsch, E. Arimondo 

 
CNISM and CNR-INFM, Dipartimento di Fisica ”E. Fermi”, Università di Pisa, 

Largo Pontecorvo 3, 56127 Pisa, Italy 
e-mail: ciampini@df.unipi.it  

 
Having large transition dipole moments, highly excited Rydberg atoms may strongly interact 
through electric dipole-dipole coupling. Therefore, excitation to Rydberg states allows one to 
turn on strong interactions between atoms which would otherwise be negligible. Thus, 
temporary excitation to Rydberg states has been proposed for implementing elements of 
quantum information processing using cold neutral atoms.  
 
An interesting application of the dipole-dipole interaction is the dipole blockade in Rydberg 
excitation. This effect offers exciting possibilities for manipulating quantum bits stored in a 
single collective excitation in mesoscopic ensembles [1], or for realizing scalable quantum logic 
gates [2]. The dipole blockade effect have been demonstrated by different groups, and recently 
with two atoms independently trapped, showing the possibility to create an entangle state 
and a quantum logic gate [3,4]. We performed experiments on two-photon excitation of 
ultracold 87Rb atoms and Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) to Rydberg states. To test the 
performance of our system, we investigated the Stark splitting of Rydberg states and the 
Autler-Townes splitting of the 5S1/2 -> 6P3/2 transition coupled to the light field via a 
Rydberg state to determine the Rabi frequency of this excitation step. We detected both the 
charged particles created from the field ionization of the Rydberg atoms and the modification 
of the momentum distribution of the cold cloud due to the Rydberg excitations. For instance, 
the interference pattern originated during the free expansion a BEC released from an optical 
lattice potential is a very sensitive indicator of the phase coherence of the condensate.  
 
 
References  
1. M. D. Lukin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 037901 (2001)  
2. D. Jaksch et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 2208 (2000)  
3. A. Gaëtan et al., Nature Physics 5, 115-118 (2009)  
4. E. Urban et al., Nature Physics 5, 110-114 (2009) 
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Optical Lattice Clocks and Beyond 

Chris  Oates 

National Institute of Standards and Technology, 325 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80305, USA 

 e-mail:oates@boulder.nist.gov 

 

 

Optical atomic clocks have progressed rapidly to the point where they are reaching 
unprecedented levels of clock performance.   After a brief overview of optical clocks, I will 
survey optical clock research at NIST/JILA, where there exist five different clocks.  Included 
will be a more detailed discussion of the Yb lattice clock, a focus of our research, in which we 
have been investigating clocks based on both even and odd isotopes.   I will conclude with a 
discussion of some of the key issues for optical clocks in the near future. 
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The cryogenic fountain ITCsF2 
 

F. Levi1, D. Calonico1, C. Calosso1, G. Costanzo2, A. Godone1, T. P. Haevner3, S.R. Jefferts3, 
L.Lorini1, B. Mongino2. 

1Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica, Optics Division, Torino, Italy 
2Politecnico di Toirno, Electronics Department, Torino, Italy, 

3 National Institute of Standards and Technology,Time and Frequency Division, Boulder (Co), 
USA 

e-mail: f.levi@inrim.it 

 

In this talk we will describe our new nitrogen cooled Cs fountain primary frequency standard, 
ITCsF2. 

This new standard was developed in tight cooperation with NIST time and frequency 
division, where the physical structure of the standard was designed, and aims to improve the 
accuracy of room temperature standard IT Cs F1 through reduction of the Blackbody 
radiation shift. 

The most important improvements of ITCsF2 are: 

1) Nitrogen cooling of the whole interaction region, resulting in two order of magnitude 
reduction of the black body radiation shift; its contribution to the standard accuracy is then 
almost negligible. Furthermore, a direct comparison between ITCsF1 and ITCsF2 will allow a 
direct measurement of the BBR shift with high accuracy. 

2) Improved design of microwave cavity feeding and leakage control; in ITCsF1 accuracy, the 
microwave leakages are one of the leading term, ITCsF2 will strongly reduce this effect. In 
fact, the coupling of the microwave cavity is 10 dB higher (reducing hence the overall power) 
and the feeding is much better shielded. 

3) Direct molasses loading that will reduce the average density of the launched atomic cloud. 
The system is designed to implement a multi-ball launch operation, in order to minimize 
collisional shift without significant degradation of the stability. 

These improvements together with a new design of the optical system will allow for a 
more accurate and more reliable standard operation, indicating an accuracy of 1x10-16 as a 
realistic goal. 
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Polarisation aspect in CPT-based atomic clock 

A.V. Taichenachev and V.I. Yudin 

Institute of Laser Physics SB RAS, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia, 

Nosibirsk State University, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia, 

Novosibirsk State Technical University, Novosibirsk 630092, Russia 

e-mail: taichenachev@hotmail.ru 

 

In the last years a great attention was devoted to the development of chip-scale atomic clocks 
and magnetometers for civil and military applications. These devices are based on the use of 
super-narrow resonances in the signal of absorption of a bichromatic laser field (dark 
resonances). In any practical use of dark resonances the problem of optimization of the 
resonance parameters should be addressed. Typically, we need in maximal amplitude and 
contrast, and minimal shifts and asymmetry. All these parameters depend on the excitation 
scheme. 

In the present paper we review and analyze different polarization schemes proposed by 
us and other authors to excite the dark resonances with the highest possible contrast. All these 
schemes are based on the pure superposition state preparation in the system of Zeeman 
substates of the ground-state hyperfine levels of alkali-metal atoms.  
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Rotational sensitivity of the "G-Pisa" gyrolaser 

Jacopo Belfi 

Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita’ di Pisa 

e-mail: belfi@df.unipi.it 

 

G-Pisa is an experiment investigating the possibility to operate a high sensitivity laser 
gyroscope with an area of the order of 1 m2. 
 

The experimental set-up consists in a He-Ne ring laser with a 4 mirrors square cavity. 
The laser is pumped by an RF discharge where the RF oscillator includes the laser plasma in 
order to reach a better stability. The contrast of the Sagnac fringes is typically above 80 % and 
a stable regime has been reached with the laser operating both single mode or multimode. A 
diagnostic apparatus, monitoring the main laser parameters, allows to characterize  the 
instabilities of the Sagnac signal under free running operation. The active stabilization of the 
perimeter of the cavity has been implemented acting  on a piezo-driven movable mirror.  This 
makes it possible to avoid mode jumps  affecting the rotation signal and to put in evidence the 
role of backscattering on the low frequency sensitivity. A frequency sensitivity, around 1 Hz, 
in the range of  10-8(rad / s) Hz1/2 has been measured.   
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Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space 
L. Cacciapuoti 

1 
and C. Salomon 

2
 

1
European Space Agency, ESTEC, Noordwijk ZH, The Netherlands  

2
Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, ENS, Paris, France  

e-mail: Luigi.Cacciapuoti@esa.int  
 
 

Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES) is an ESA mission in fundamental physics based on 
a new generation of clocks operated in the microgravity environment of the International 
Space Station.  
 

Installed at the external payload facility of the Columbus module, ACES will 
accommodate two atomic clocks: PHARAO, a primary frequency standard based on samples 
of laser cooled Cs atoms, and the active H-maser SHM. The two on-board clocks will generate 
a time scale with fractional frequency instability and inaccuracy of a few parts in 10

16
. The 

ACES frequency reference will be distributed to ground by a MicroWave link (MWL) and 
used to compare distant clocks. These comparisons will allow precision tests of Einstein’s 
theory of general relativity, including a measurement of the gravitational red-shift, a search for 
time variations of fundamental constants, and tests of the Standard Model Extension. ACES 
will also support applications in other areas of research, including geodesy and GNSS remote 
sensing. A link in the optical domain is presently under study for time transfer experiments, 
ranging, and analysis of atmospheric propagation delays.  
 

The ACES Mission is presently in phase C/D. All instruments and subsystems are in 
an advanced state of development with engineering models delivered or in final assembly.  
The ACES engineering model workbench has been integrated and it is now under tests at the 
CNES facilities in Toulouse. Functional and performance verification includes compatibility 
tests between the clocks and the ACES subsystems, a dedicated test of the ACES servo-loop, 
and long-duration performance tests.  
 

Mission concept, scientific objectives, and status of ACES will be presented together 
with the latest test results. 
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An Optical Lattice Clock with Strontium 88 

 

Uwe Sterr, Christian Lisdat, V.S.R. Vellore Winfred, Thomas Middelmann, Stephan Falke, 
Fritz Riehle 

PTB, Braunschweig, Germany 

e-mail: uwe.sterr@ptb.de 

For transportable compact optical lattice clocks, the bosonic isotope 88Sr has some advantages 
compared to the fermionic 87Sr because of its high natural abundance and simpler laser cooling. 
However, the bosonic atoms are subject to collisions. In connection with the ESA project 
“space optical clocks”, we have used 88Sr atoms in a magic-wavelength one-dimensional 
optical lattice to quantify the effect of collisions on the 1S0-3P0 clock transition. Based on the 
measurements, we have determined the operation parameters at which a 1D-lattice clock with 
88Sr shows no degradation due to collisions on the relative uncertainty level of 10-16. 

 We will present recent results on the evaluation of the clock and present new 
developments to improve the uncertainty and stability. 
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Tunneling control and localization for Bose-Einstein condensates 

Ennio Arimondo 

Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita' di Pisa   

e-mail: arimondo@df.unipi.it 

 

The quantum evolution of ultracold atoms within the spatially periodic potentials created by 
optical lattices has a strict analogy with different phenomena of solid state physics. The 
quantum tunnel plays a key role in several condensed matter phenomena. The controlled 
increase or decrease of the quantum tunnel represent the basic of solid state phenomena as the 
Wannier-Stark localization, the resonant enhanced tunneling, the Landau-Zener tunneling and 
its temporal resolution. All these processes have been investigated and characterized in 
rubidium condensates. In solid state physics it is well known that an external uniform ac force 
can control the spreading of the wave packet of a particle moving in a spatially periodic 
potential: an initially localized wave packet of a monochromatically driven particle on a 
nearest-neighbor tight-binding lattice remains perpetually localized for certain values of the 
driving amplitude. This phenomenon, termed “dynamic localization,” is a quantum mechanical 
manifestation of the fact that a time-periodic force sometimes can stabilize a system, as 
shown in classical mechanics by the example of the driven, inverted pendulum. The formal 
similarity between ultracold matter waves in strongly driven potentials and electrons in 
oscillating electromagnetic fields can be used to explain the tunneling properties of atoms in 
spatially “shaken” periodic potentials. Crucial steps towards future applications of this 
method are based on the demonstration  (a) that the strong driving preserves the coherence of 
the matter waves and  (b) that the driving parameters can be changed adiabatically, even in the 
presence of interactions. These conclusions are illustrated by reversibly inducing a quantum 
phase transition in a driven periodic potential. 
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Sensitivity and bandwidth limit of the opto-acoustical GW detector 

(current status of the OGRAN project). 

V.N. Rudenko  

after the OGRAN collaboration 

(INR RAS, ILP SB RAS, SAI MSU) 

e-mail: rvn@sai.msu.ru 

 

Current status of the Russian national project OGRAN (Opto-acoustical Gravitational Wave 
ANtenna) [1] is described. The project appears as a combination of principles of the 
resonance bar and interferometer gravitational detectors. It consists from a 2 m bar with 
central axial tunnel. Along this tunnel an optical FP cavity is situated with mirrors attached to 
the bar’s ends.  

The finesse of FP cavity reaches 104 light round trips. 

The laser pump power is close to 1 W. In this configuration the sensitivity to metric 
perturbations can reaches the order of 10-19 without the bar cooling. At the super cryogenic 
cooling on the order of T=0.01 K, the sensitivity is forecasted at the level of 10-23 inside the 
bandwidth ~ 100 Hz. Original advantage of the OGRAN detector is hidden in the more 
complex 

Structure of the detector response contained “acoustical and optical” parts. Such 
complex response besides some additional information concerning the GW signal also 
facilitates its filtration from the non-Gaussian noise background.  

Results of test experiments with a room temperature pilot model of such detector are 
presented  

Its interpolation on the large-scale detector looks very promising under the condition 
of using  more qualitative mirrors with the finesse 105 and negligible absorption ~ 1 ppm. The 
problem of having such optics at the very low temperature is discussed. 

Reference. 

 

1.  Bezrukov L Popov S,.Rudenko V., Serdobolskii A Skvortsov M.. Gravitational wave 
experiments аnd Baksan project OGRAN published in the book   “Astrophysics  and 
Cosmology Gamov: Theory and Observations” v.1, pp 125-134, Cambridge Sci.Pub. (2007). 
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Measurement of Geophysical Effects with large scale gravitational 
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Large scale gravitational wave interferometers in principle can be used also for registering very 
low frequency geophysical perturbations both deformational and  gravitational nature [1]. 

Recently this idea has found an experimental prove through the first observational runs 
at  VIRGO and LIGO setups. VIRGO used a direct method of taking geophysical information 
from  correction voltage of the feed back circuits keeping the operational point position at the 
optical resonances in the interferometer arms. This method provides an observation of the 
tidal deformation separately for each orthogonal arm of the Michelson configuration. 

LIGO used a more sophisticated method for observation of tidal modulation of the 
radio signal at the free spectral range frequency after the optical photo detection at the main 
(anti symmetrical) interferometer output. This method provides an observation only of the 
integral gravity gradient tidal perturbation without a division of the effect between arms. 

In the talk we present some illustrations of such observation and discuss a conceivable 
mechanism of “geo-signal penetration” as well as estimate a sensitivity of such type 
measurements. 

 

[1] Grishchuk L. Kulagin V.Rudenko V. Serdobolskii А.  “Gravitational studies with laser 
beam detectors of  gravitational waves”   Class.Quantum Grav. v.22, (№2995), р 245-
269,2005     
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A new clock laser operated at 467 nm was build to drive octupole transition at 642 THz in 
171Yb+. The clock laser frequency was stabilized to a high-finesse reference cavity and was 
demonstrated to have instability of 2×10-15 at 1 s integration time. With employment of the 
clock laser we had obtained Fourier transform limited octupole transition linewidth in the 
order of 10 Hz. 
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In this report we review the research carried out at the Institute of Laser Physics SB RAS in 
the field of high-precision measurements of different physical quantities with the help of self-
mode-locked fiber lasers.  

First, the latest results on surface oscillation measurements using radiation of a 
femtosecond fiber laser are discussed. In such measurements all detected intermode beat 
signals are considered as independent measurement channels. The following features of this 
measurement method are discovered and demonstrated [1]: 1) sensitivity enhancement by 
chirp premodulation of femtosecond light pulses; 2) sensitivity dependence on the number of 
selected laser modes. Particularly, it was shown that chirp premodulation of femtosecond light 
pulses resulted in a 50%-enhancement of measurement sensitivity. Owing its high sensitivity 
this measurement method allows detection of subnanometer surface oscillations, despite the 
use of a non-stabilized laser. 

Second, the new types of self-mode-locked erbium fiber lasers intended for metrology 
are presented. One of them [2] has an original hybrid cavity design, which combines 
advantages of ring and linear lasers and allows continuous tuning of the pulse repetition rate in 
a broad range with a sub-hertz accuracy. Such type of lasers is very suitable for creation of 
compact and reliable clockworks that allow measuring of time, frequency, length. The other 
laser [3] has a cavity length above 1 km and a pulse repetition rate of 82.4 kHz. The low 
repetition rate and large normal net cavity dispersion made it possible to achieve a record high 
(for such type of lasers) pulse energy of 564.3 nJ. The laser generates 5-ns dissipative 
solitons. The original cavity scheme with compensation for polarization instability provided 
good stability of the laser characteristics, despite the long length of the cavity and the use of 
fibers without polarization maintenance. Such a laser can be efficiently used in different 
LIDAR systems. 

 
1. E.V. Baklanov, V.I. Denisov, B.N. Nyushkov, V.S. Pivtsov, “New features of surface 

oscillation measurements using femtosecond laser radiation”, Laser Physics, in press 
(2009). 

2. V.I. Denisov, A.V. Ivanenko, B.N. Nyushkov, V.S. Pivtsov, “Femtosecond fibre laser 
with a hybrid linear-ring cavity”, Quantum Electronics, 38 (9), pp. 801-802 (2008). 

3. V.I. Denisov, B.N. Nyushkov, V.S. Pivtsov, “Self-mode-locked all-fiber erbium laser with 
very low repetition rate and high pulse energy”, Quantum Electronics, in press (2009).  
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We report on development of the femtosecond optical clock at the Institute of Laser Physics SB 
RAS (Novosibirsk). The clock is based on a femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser and a He-Ne/CH4 and a 
Nd:YAG/I2 laser frequency standards having optical frequency stability of 10-14 - 10-15 at 100 s. 
The system has operational spectral bandwidth from 400 nm to 1100 nm in optical domain and 
from Hz to 100 GHz in radio range. Likewise, the clock on the basis of a femtosecond 
Cr:Forsterite laser with operational spectral bandwidth from 1000 nm to 2000 nm has been 
developed. Thus the total spectral range covered by the two systems is 400 – 2000 nm. 

Advantages and perspectives of development of solid-state femtosecond Yb:KYW and 
femtosecond erbium fiber lasers are discussed. A scheme of the portable clock based on a 
Nd:YAG/I2 standard and a femtosecond erbium fiber laser is presented. 
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We have developed a reliable first-stage cooling and trapping technique to create an ensemble 
of 105 - 106 cold Mg atoms.  Experimental results on high resolution spectroscopy of   1S0– 
3P1 clock transition at  457 nm of cooled and trapped Mg atoms with a time domain atom 
Interferometer are presented. 
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e-mail: livio.gianfrani@unina2.it 

The International Committee for Weights and Measures (CIPM) intends to define the base 
units in terms of fundamental physical constants to eliminate any artefact or material 
dependencies and ensure the long term stability of the units. In its Recommendation 1 of 
2005, the CIPM approved preparative steps towards new definitions of the kilogram, the 
ampere, the kelvin and the mole in terms of fundamental constants. For the unit kelvin, 
presently defined in terms of the absolute zero and the temperature of the triple point of 
water, the corresponding physics constant is the Boltzmann constant (kB). Before fixing its 
value, kB must to be determined by several independent measurement methods. The technique 
of choice is presently given by acoustic gas thermometry, based upon the measurement of the 
speed of sound in a noble gas inside a resonator [1]. Within the framework of the iMERA-
Plus joint research project entitled “Determination of the Boltzmann constant for the 
redefinition of the kelvin”, coordinated by the PTB-Berlin, we are developing an alternative 
and relatively new approach based on precision laser spectroscopy. The method consists in 
retrieving the Doppler width from the highly accurate observation of the absorption line shape 
corresponding to a given vibration-rotation transition in a gaseous sample at thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Applied to CO2, in a proof-of-principle experiment at 2-µm wavelength, it has 
allowed to perform a spectroscopic determination of kB with a relative uncertainty of 1.6 10-4 
[2, 3]. Here, we report on the status of a second-generation experiment, in which a pair of 
phase-locked extended-cavity diode lasers are being employed in order to ensure extreme 
levels of accuracy in controlling and measuring any variation of the laser frequency around a 
given absolute reference. The master laser is frequency stabilized against a saturated 
absorption of a H2

17O vibration-rotation line, observed inside a high finesse optical cavity [4]. 
Intensity-stabilized laser absorption spectroscopy is performed in order to observe the line 
shape of a given H2

18O line. Laser-gas interaction takes place inside an isothermal cell, 
referenced to the triple point of water. This latter system is based on three chambers, one 
inside the other, the inner one being the 20-cm long cell containing the 18O-enriched water 
vapor sample. It is capable of ensuring a temperature stability within 0.1 mK for an unlimited 
time and a temperature uniformity of 0.4 mK.  

Our efforts are aimed at approaching the target uncertainty of 1 ppm in the 
spectroscopic determination of kB.  
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Most of the fundamental (and strongest) ro-vibrational transitions of molecular species of 
atmospheric interest lie in the mid-IR region of the spectrum. With this motivation, in our 
laboratory we have been applying a difference-frequency-generated (DFG) coherent source, 
emitting in this spectral region, to high-precision and high-sensitivity molecular spectroscopy 
[1,2]. The availability of optical frequency combs (OFCs) in the visible/near-IR region 
combined with frequency mixing processes in nonlinear crystals makes it possible to reference 
such mid-IR radiation to the Cs primary frequency standard, thus extending the present 
metrological potential of OFCs to even longer wavelengths. 
 

We will report on recent results of experiments carried out to reference and spectrally 
characterize mid-IR coherent radiation to an optical frequency comb (OFC) based on a 
Ti:sapphire fs laser covering the visible/near-IR spectrum. The diode laser (pump), which is 
tunable in the range 838-863 nm, and the Nd:YAG laser (signal) at 1064 nm are mixed to 
generate the mid-IR radiation (idler), being phaselocked to two nearby OFC teeth which are 
about 70 THz apart each other. The idler frequency is tunable on demand at any wavelength 
in the range 3950-4570 nm and the achievable power varies in the range 80-300 µW range. The 
OFC parameters (repetition rate, tooth order) directly yields the absolute frequency of the 
DFG radiation, while the phase-lock loops narrow the IR linewidth well below the free-
running value. Indeed the intrinsic linewidth was measured to be as low as 10 Hz [3]. 
 

An important issue is that self-referencing the OFC by locking the carrier-envelope 
offset is not necessary, since this frequency cancels out in the DFG process. The OFC-
referenced DFG radiation at 4.5 µm is coupled to a high-finesse Fabry-Perot resonator to 
perform sub-Doppler cavity ring-down (CRD) spectroscopy of weak ro-vibrational molecular 
transitions of CO2. 
 
References 
[1] D. Mazzotti, P. Cancio, G. Giusfredi, P. De Natale and M. Prevedelli, "Frequency-comb-
based absolute frequency measurements in the mid-IR with a difference-frequency 
spectrometer", Opt. Lett. 30, 997 (2005). 
[2] D. Mazzotti, P. Cancio, A. Castrillo, I. Galli, G. Giusfredi and P. De Natale, "A comb-
referenced difference-frequency spectrometer for cavity ring-down spectroscopy in the 4.5-
µm region", J. Opt. A 8, S490 (2006). 
[3] I. Galli, S. Bartalini, P. Cancio, G. Giusfredi, D. Mazzotti, and P. De Natale, "Ultra-stable, 
widely tunable and absolutely linked mid-IR coherent source", Opt. Express 17, 9582 (2009). 
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In the first part of our talk we will present an ultra-stable clock laser for a transportable Yb 
optical lattice clock under development in Düsseldorf in collaboration with the group of A. 
Görlitz. Yellow radiation at 578 nm required to interrogate the ultra-narrow 1S0 – 3P0 clock 
transition in Yb atoms is obtained by nonlinear conversion of the radiation of a 1156 nm diode 
laser in a PPLN waveguide. The laser is locked to a high-finesse ULE resonator at 578 nm 
using the Pound-Drever-Hall technique. The ULE resonator is located on an active vibration 
isolation base to reduce the influence of ground vibrations on the resonator frequency. The 
temperature of the ULE resonator is actively stabilized at the point of zero expansion at 
approx. 20.4°C. The laser linewidth is on the order of 1 Hz, as determined by comparison 
with a second, independent ULE resonator.  

 

The second part of the talk is devoted to the recent results of the Düsseldorf experiment 
searching for a hypothetical violation of isotropy of space [1]. In this experiment we use 
rotating crossed optical resonators which, in a simple interpretation, test the independence of 
the speed of light on propagation direction. The resonators are embedded in a rectangular ULE 
block. A Nd:YAG laser is used for interrogation of the cavities. To minimize the influence of 
mechanical vibrations on the resonator frequencies, the setup is also placed on top of an active 
vibration isolation support. This assembly is rotated on an air cushion rotary table which 
exhibits very low wobble and vibration level. The tilt of the setup is actively stabilized during 
rotation, at the µrad level.  Evaluation of the data obtained after approximately 175 000 
rotations over the duration of 13 months allowed us to set new limits for an isotropy violation 
at the few 10-17 level. The limits were determined for two well-known theories: the kinematic 
Robertson-Mansouri-Sexl and the Standard Model Extension field theory. 

 

[1] C. Eisele et al PRL 103, 090401 (2009) 
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The hydrogen molecular ion is a fundamental system in quantum mechanics, and has been the 
subject of extensive theoretical work for over 80 years, with constantly increasing accuracy. The 
experimental efforts on high-resolution spectroscopy have been more limited, but have yielded 
several precise measurements of energies.  

We have developed a molecular hydrogen ion experiment that applies modern techniques 
of cold gaseous matter manipulation with the aim of reaching significantly higher precision in 
rotational and vibrational spectroscopy. The overall goal is to use the hydrogen molecular ion for 
tests of quantum electrodynamics (QED) and the determination of fundamental constants, in 
particular the electron-to-proton mass ratio. With this goal, our experiment explores a new 
avenue in the emerging field of fundamental physics with cold molecules. 

Ensembles of cold, confined molecule ensembles are well suited for precision spectroscopy. 
However, standard laser cooling is not generally applicable to molecular species. In this case 
sympathetic cooling is a viable alternative. Here the atomic or molecular ensemble is brought in 
suitable contact with another ensemble of laser-cooled atoms - as a result both ensembles are 
cooled. In our experiment, we cool hydrogen molecular ions using laser-cooled Beryllium atomic 
ions to temperatures as low as 10 mK [1].  

Rovibrational spectroscopy of HD+ is performed using a destructive technique, 1+1’ 
resonance-enhanced photodissociation [2]. We have measured an overtone vibrational transition 
frequency using a frequency comb with 2-ppb relative accuracy [3]. This is a factor of 150 higher 
than previous results for HD+, and the measured transition frequency agrees well with recent high-
accuracy ab initio calculations which include high order QED effects [4].  

We are currently developing new approaches to enhance the sensitivtiy and resolution of 
our spectroscopic measurements. For example, the population fraction of molecular ions in the 
lower spectroscopy state should be as large as possible, in order to obtain large signals. However, 
the population is spread over different rotational levels by the thermal equilibrium with the 300 K 
blackbody radiation. This has been modified by pumping more than 75% of the population from 
states with J>0 to the lowest rotational state, using two lasers (5.4 and 2.7 µm). Thereby 
rotational cooling of trapped molecular ions has effectively been realized for the first time [5]. A 
next step will be to pump most of the population into a single hyperfine level of the ground state, 
using THz radiation. 

[1] P. Blythe, B. Roth, U. Fröhlich, H. Wenz, S. Schiller, Phys.Rev.Lett. 95, 183002 (2005) 

[2] B. Roth, J. Koelemeij, H. Daerr, S. Schiller, Phys.Rev.A 74, 040501 (2006) 

[3] J. Koelemeij, B. Roth, A. Wicht, I. Ernsting, S. Schiller, Phys.Rev.Lett. 98, 173002 (2007) 

[4] V. Korobov, Phys.Rev. A 74, 052506 (2006) 

[5] T. Schneider, B. Roth, H. Duncker, I. Ernsting, S. Schiller, submitted 
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Matter-wave interferometry has recently led to the development of new techniques for the 
measurement of inertial forces, finding important applications both in fundamental physics 
and in applied research. The remarkable stability and accuracy that atom interferometers have 
reached for acceleration measurements can play a crucial role for gravimetry. Atom 
interferometry is used for precise measurements of gravity acceleration [1], Earth's gravity 
gradient [2, 3] and rotations [4]. Accelerometers based on atom interferometry have been 
developed for many practical applications including metrology, geodesy, geophysics, 
engineering prospecting and inertial navigation. Ongoing studies show that the space 
environment will allow to take full advantage of the potential sensitivity of atom 
interferometers [5, 13]. 
 
We will present some experiments on precision gravity measurements with atom 
interferometry. We use a Raman light-pulse interferometry scheme on a rubidium atomic 
fountain to determine the gravitational constant G [3, 6]. We are also working to test the 
Newtonian gravitational law at micrometric distances using an ultracold strontium sample 
trapped in an optical lattice [7, 9, 11]. Other experiments in progress, planned or being 
considered using ultracold atom devices for applications in gravity monitoring and in space 
will be also described. 
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We analyze a scheme for sub-Doppler spectroscopy of an atomic transition connecting the 
ground state with a metastable level, which exploits the asymmetric absorption properties of a 
single pump beam, propagating along the axis of a shallow cell [1]. If the metastable lifetime is 
large enough, the interaction between the atom and the resonant radiation is interrupted mainly 
by the collisions against the walls, and only atoms with a small longitudinal velocity component 
interact with radiation long enough to undergo a transition. Thus, absorption probability acquires 
an asymmetric dependence on the longitudinal component of the atomic velocity, and sub-
Doppler excitation is produced. Briefly, in a cell containing the atomic vapour, whose depth is l, 
the absorption probability, which is proportional to by Ω2 T2 (Ω is Rabi's frequency and T is the 
interaction time), will be much higher for atoms whose velocity component along the 
propagation axis of the excitation beam is close to zero, thus achieving an efficient selection in 
the velocity space, of the order of the ratio between the radiation beam diameter D and l. This 
selective excitation can be detected by using as a probe a second laser beam, resonant with a high-
intensity transition starting from the metastable state. As shown in detail [1], the more efficient 
velocity selection can be obtained if the sample is irradiated with an annular shaped beam, and 
probed in the black central region.  The scheme will work also with electric quadrupole or 
magnetic dipole transitions, like alkali-earth transitions from ground state to 1D2 metastable level 
or the 1278.9 nm 3P0→3P1 transition in lead. 

Let us consider the case of Calcium transition at 657 nm. The 3P1 metastable level has a 
lifetime of 0.48 ms, so that the natural FWHM of the line is 0.34 kHz. At a temperature of 445 
°C, corresponding to a saturated vapour density of 1012 atoms/cm3, the most probable atomic 
velocity is vp=545 m/s, and the free mean path is longer than 1 m. Thus, a metastable Calcium 
atom travels, on the average, more than 25 cm before decaying, unless it undergoes a wall 
collision before. Then, in a cell 10 µm dept, with D = 5 cm, it is possible to achieve a selection 
factor of the order of 5000, giving a residual Doppler effect of about 100 kHz.  High signal-to-
noise ratio can be obtained by using as a probe the 430 nm transition from 3P1 towards (4p2)3P0, 
which is a closed transition. The expected performance using different atomic transitions will be 
analyzed. We will discuss also the non-trivial problem of building shallow cells for alkali earth 
atomic vapor. 

Moreover, I will discuss the possible application of this scheme to Mercury forbidden  
transition  1S0 - 3P0, which has been recently proposed as clock transition [2]. This kind of atomic 
reference promises to achieve a good accuracy level at a level may be better than 10-12. Curvature 
effect of the pumping beam should be the more limiting effect on accuracy. 

 

[1] N. Beverini, and A.Ch. Izmailov, “Sub-Doppler spectroscopy of atoms excited in the regime 
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We report about our investigation with Ti:Sa femtosecond laser for strontium optical lattice 
clock [1]. We have been successfully lock our comb to semiconductor laser source and 
stabilize repetition rate frequency. This laser source is a 698 nm stable laser resonant with the 
1S0 - 3P0 transition for 88Sr-87Sr. The source is stabilized in two steps, with a cascaded lock to 
two resonant cavities with finesse respectively of 3×103 and 4×105. While the lock to the first 
cavity with lower finesse is used to reduce the fast laser linewidth to below 1 kHz, the lock to 
the second ultra-stable cavity is used to reduce further the linewidth to Hz level. Reduced 
sensitivity of the cavity length to both thermal noise and acoustic noise is achieved by a 
specially cut of a 10 cm ULE spacer for symmetric horizontal suspension [2]. The Ti:Sa laser 
has a repetition rate of 294,5 MHz, a pulse width of 50 fs and an output power of 500 mW 
(with a pump power of 4W). With S/N beat notes between lasers about 30-35 dB we are 
counted our repetition rate frequency in µHz level. 

In order to perform good CEO frequency lock we investigate an intensity-related 
dynamics of our comb. The our approach was to tune a geometrical parameters of cavity and 
see the effects on CEO and repetition rate frequencies. And that make an compare estimation 
with intensity-related dynamics model that makes good explanation for CEO dependence from 
changing pump power [3]. 

To overload difficulties with situation when CEO frequency f0 is less sensitive to 
intensity, i.e. harder to control it by modulating intensity, we implement a horizontal pump 
beam tuning through Ti:Sa crystal [4]. That give us a possibility to change slightly dispersion 
of femtosecond cavity. With a parallel controlling cavity length we make a good stabilization 
of CEO frequency.  
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The development of fiber laser as sensors of strain, temperature and pressure started in early 
90’s. The laser cavity is realized by using single mode Erbium doped optical fiber. By means 
of a lithographic technique two Bragg gratings are printed few cm apart on the core of the fiber 
(DBR laser). Alternatively, a single grating 3-5 cm in length and having a suitable phase jump 
inside can act as a laser cavity (DFB laser). The standard photo-writing technique is based on 
a commercial phase-mask and on an excimer laser emitting at 248 nm. Er ions trapped inside 
the silica core absorb the optical pump radiation (980 or 1480 nm) emitting in the 1520-1570 
nm band. Fiber laser cavity length is sensitive to external variations of mechanic stress, 
temperature and pressure. Therefore  the emitted wavelength depends on these physical 
parameters. To obtain the highest possible sensitivity, an interferometric detection technique 
must be adopted. In this way, we measure the phase variation of the laser radiation rather than 
its wavelength. 

Applications of this kind of device as underwater acoustic sensor (hydrophone) and as 
sub-Hz mechanic strain detector will be discussed. 
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Absolute frequency stabilization of an extended-cavity diode laser 
against Doppler-free H2

17O absorption lines at 1.38 µm 

G. Galzerano, E. Fasci, A. Castrillo, L. Gianfrani, and P. Laporta 

 

 

We report on the absolute frequency stabilization of a cw extended-cavity diode laser against 

saturated absorption lines of the H2
17O  isotopologue of water vapor at around 1.38 um. The 

saturation of rotovibrational transitions is achieved by filling a high-finesse optical resonator 

with H2
17O at low pressure and by locking the laser frequency to the resonator by using the 

Pound–Drever–Hall technique. Absolute frequency stabilization is obtained, locking the 

cavity resonance to the center of the sub-Doppler line by means of the wavelength modulation 

method. A relative frequency stability of 10−13 is demonstrated for an integration time of 1 s. 
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Interferometric telemetry has the advantage of providing high resolution if done properly, but it 
doesn’t yield absolute measurements, and is therefore not suitable for a variety of applications 
particularly in industrial environments. Time-of-Flight telemetry can be an attractive solution to the 
problems of interferometry and is often used whenever high resolution is not needed. 

In order to improve resolution in TOF measurements, the sources of limitations must be identified and 
addressed so that they can be overcome by choosing the proper tools and the most suitable techniques. 

In this presentation the possibility of using a mode-locked (sub)picosecond laser as a source and 
heterodyne phase delay detection on the optical pulse train is illustrated and the features that make this 
a viable solution for high resolution absolute telemetry are discussed. 
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Here we report recent results in the development of a compact and transportable optical 
lattice clock, within the framework of the three-year project SOC (Space Optical Clock) 
funded by ESA and DLR. The aim of this project is to implement several optical lattice clock 
laboratory demonstrator systems, based on Strontium and Ytterbium atoms, for future 
applications on Earth and in Space. 

After two years, several components and subsystems have been developed, here is in 
particular reported the state of the art of the transportable cold strontium source. This system 
has been designed meeting together different requirements like compact size, low power 
consumption, operation reliability and modularity, so new solutions have been adopted [1]: 
- all lights are delivered by optical fibers 
- blue light at 461 nm to cool and trap is produced by a frequency doubled semiconductor 
laser 
- all different frequencies of lights for the cooling and trapping are produced by a compact (9 
liters) fiber coupled module using small opto-mechanic mounts specifically designed 
- atomic dispenser has been placed in vacuum in order to reduce the heating dispersion 
- the main UHV chamber and magnetic fields have been designed to minimize power 
consumption. 

The resulting system has been mounted on a breadboard 120 cm x 90 cm, filling a total 
volume of 450 liters, with a weight of 250 Kg and a power consumption of about 150 W. 
Starting from the next year, the final outcome of all these efforts will be the demonstration of 
spectroscopy of the clock transition in cold strontium atoms with an all transportable 
apparatus, in order to provide specifications for a space optical lattice clock. 
[1] N. Poli et al., Proceedings of SPIE Vol. 6673, Time and Frequency Metrology 15, 66730F 
(2007) “Prospect for a compact strontium optical lattice clock” 
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Designing cold strontium experiment, towards optical atomic clock 
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Modern optical atomic clocks reach stability of 10-16, one order of magnitude better than 
microwave standards. This is possible by combining techniques of laser cooling and trapping 
of atoms, which play the role of frequency reference, building ultra-stable, single-mode laser, 
which can be stabilized to extremely narrow atomic transitions and optical frequency combs 
to precisely measure the optical frequency. 

 In this presentation I will concentrate on cold strontium experiment design. This is 
part of strontium atomic clock under development in Poland. The plan is to use 88Sr with the 
magnetic field tuning of the clock intercombination line strength. Poster includes vacuum 
system setup, design of Zeeman slower for strontium atoms and details of the laser system 
used for cooling atoms. 
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MEASUREMENT ERRORS OF A FRESNEL LASER 
EMISSION POWER ATTENUATOR BASED ON DOVE 
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While developing devices for measuring ultra small power levels of laser emission (down to 
counting of individual photons), there is a need for high precision attenuators that allow 109 

times weakening of the original emission of approximately 1mW.  

       In a well-known optical schema of a Frenel attenuator you can remove dependency 
between the coefficient of weakening and the polarization of the falling emission [1].   

       The main angles of the construction provide polarization independence for the reflection 
coefficient. But there are no perfect implementations and so mistakes in the setup of the main 
angles will cause errors in defining the coefficient of weakening for the unit. 

       A two-plane attenuator has only three such angles. Those are 
1

!  (angle of incidence for 
the first plane), 

2
!  (angle of incidence for the second plane), and 

1
!  (a deviation between the 

angle between planes 
1
S  and 

2
S  and 90°). Emission attenuator can consist of more than two 

reflection surfaces. That will depend on required amount of emission weakening as well as 
permittivity of the reflecting material.   

       Calculation of a random number of reflections was done as follows. Let’s look at the 
reflection from the first surface. The field of the specular wave is represented in the system of 
polarization which corresponds to the second reflecting plane. Obtained amplitudes of 
polarization were considered a new incident field. Then again we calculate reflected field in the 
system of polarization that now corresponds to the third reflecting plane. That procedure was 
repeated required number of times.  

       Each time angles 
ii

!""" +=
0

 and 
i

!  were chosen as follows. It was assumed that 
i

!"  
and 

i
!  are random and are subject to Normal Distribution with dispersions !

2
"  and !2" . 

That is why we calculated their random value each time. Then we calculated full reflection 
coefficient for a system of N  reflection planes. We repeated the above procedure 1000 times 
to get average value, then we calculated !  – root-mean-square error . 

Fig.1. and Fig.2. show calculation results for a silicon based infrared emission attenuator. 
Calculations where done with ! = 11,7, 

0
! =45° and !" #=#  for sp

EE
11

=   and  0
1
=

s
E  

accordingly. 
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                                        Fig.1.                                                          Fig.2 
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Progress on the Strontium bosonic optical clock at LENS 
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e-mail: Marco.Tarallo@fi.infn.it 

 

We report on our recent progress toward the realization of an optical frequency standard 
referenced to 88Sr intercombination lines. We observed the 1S0-3P0 doubly forbidden transition 
[1] by means of magnetically-induced spectroscopy (MIS) technique[2] with an induced linewidth 
of 70 Hz. To this end, we used a 1 Hz-narrow diode laser, delivered from a dedicated room by 
means of a phase-noise compensated 200 m optical fiber[3]. Finally we report about the main 
limitations of the first measurements and the setup upgrade we are performing, mainly on the 
diode-based MOPA system we use for the optical latt ice trap at the magic wavelength[4]. 
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We have developed new approaches to the magnetically induced spectroscopy of strongly 
forbidden optical transitions. In particular, we have extended Ramsey spectroscopy by 
stepping the probe frequency during the two Ramsey excitation pulses to compensate 
frequency shifts induced by the excitation itself. This makes precision Ramsey spectroscopy 
applicable even for transitions that have Stark and Zeeman shifts comparable to the 
spectroscopic resolution. The method enables a new way to evaluate and compensate key 
frequency shifts, which benefits in particular, optical clocks based on magnetic field-induced 
spectroscopy, two-photon transitions, or heavily forbidden transitions. 
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A progress in determination of fundamental physical constants will be considered. A special 
attention will be paid to the CODATA'2006 recommended values and to perspective of 
redefinition of the base SI units in terms of fundamental constants. 
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We realize a dynamical control of transport of ultra-cold 88Sr atoms loaded in a driven vertical 
optical lattice. By introducing a phase [1] or amplitude [2] modulation of the lattice potential 
we induce a coupling between Wannier-Stark states located on different sites. This coupling 
gives rise to coherent resonant tunneling when the modulation frequency matches the energy 
separation between adjacent sites, namely the Bloch frequency. Exploiting the specific 
insensitivity to stray magnetic fields and the almost vanishing cross section of 88Sr we apply 
this mechanism to engineer a coherent transport over macroscopic distances [3]. On the other 
hand, the same transport mechanism can be applied to microscopic scale to measure forces 
with high spatial resolution and sensitivity of Δg/g = 5 × 10-7. We suggest to use this tool to 
probe forces at micrometric scale in order to measure Casimir-Polder potential on metallic 
surface and to investigate possible deviations from Newton's gravitational law 1/r2 [4]. 

 

[1] V. Ivanov, A. Alberti, M. Schioppo, G. Ferrari, M. Artoni, M. L. Chiofalo and G. M. 
Tino, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 043602 (2008) 

[2] A. Alberti, G. Ferrari, V. V. Ivanov, and G. M. Tino, arXiv:0903.0724v2 (2009) 

[3] A. Alberti, V. V. Ivanov, G. M. Tino and G. Ferrari, Nature Physics 5, 547  (2009) 

[4] F. Sorrentino, A. Alberti, G. Ferrari, V. V. Ivanov, N. Poli, M. Schioppo and G. M. Tino, 
Phys. Rev. A 79, 13409 (2009) 
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The Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) technique is a methodology for the 

elemental analysis of materials that do not require pre-treatment or sampling [1]. The current 

approach for quantitative determination of sample composition, using the LIBS technique, is 

based on the combined use of high-resolution spectrometers, time-resolved spectral 

acquisition and sophisticated spectral analysis. This approach, although extremely precise, 

results in high costs of the instrumentation and time-consuming elaboration of the acquired 

spectra. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the use of time-integrated spectrometers, 

associated to non-intensified detectors may result in better calibration curves with respect to 

time-resolved approach [2]. In particular, such detectors provide a higher signal-to-noise ratio 

and a better reproducibility of measurements. Although limited to relatively low resolution, 

time-integrated compact spectrometers could also offer broadband acquisition capability, 

making their use particularly appropriate for in-situ LIBS analysis. The low resolution of 

spectrometer and the higher line broadening caused by the time-integration of measurements 

constitute a drawback for spectra analysis performed with traditional methods but statistical 

approaches such as the Partial Least Squares (PLS) method may produce good results. In 

practice, a set of spectral portions of the reference samples containing lines from the elements 

of interest are provided to the software, along with the certified concentrations of the 

elements. The PLS approach produces a vector of ‘weights’ which is scalar multiplied by the 

LIBS spectrum in order to reproduce the certified concentration. The same vector of weights 

is then used for the unknown samples. A clear advantage of PLS approach is its speed and the 

fact that both information and interfering ‘noise’ are processed at the same time. Moreover, 

the results do not depend on the normalization of the spectra by an internal standard. 
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We are developing an advanced diagnostic systems to perform remotely experimental 

investigations on electrical, Xe ion, propulsion of large satellites in space simulation 

chambers. Our aim is to understand, and in perspective solve the specific integration problems 

propeller-satellite, with particular reference to the interaction of the jet exhaust with solar 

panels and problems of electromagnetic interaction between the plasma produced by the 

engine and communications with Earth. The first step is the development of a diagnostic 

system through the passive optical emission spectrum of a plasma in controlled conditions, a 

hollow cathode discharge containing Xe. Up to now we developed a dedicated spectrometer 

to take measurements of the release of the thrusters. The tool developed has the following 

parameters: sensitivity 5 pW (obtained with a photodiode and amplified with a bandwidth of 

40 Hz) and a resolution of 0.5A (determined by the dispersion of the grating used, the solid 

angle of light inside spectrometer slits and input and output (which is about 10 µm)). The 

spectrometer was calibrated and tested in terms of absolute accuracy across multiple spectral 

lamps with discrete emission lines well known. Its spectral response has been verified through 

a filament lamp that emits a continuous spectrum with a distribution close to that (well 

known) black body. An experimental set-up was developed to detect the opto-galvanic signal 

and a good signal to noise ratio has been obtained by using laser light resonant with the 1s5-

2p7 transition of XeI to 840.92nm.  

The development of systems for detection of transmitted light and induced fluorescence 

emitted by the plasma will be the basis of an experimental study for the characterization of 

electrical propulsion. Development of a set-up for optical diagnostics in the plume in order to 

determine a number of plasma parameters such as neutral density and the speed, the speed of 

ions integrated along the length of the plume and non-resonant LIF spectroscopy to determine 

the distribution of speed of single Xe ion. The revelation of the activities planned emission 

spectrum will be made using a spectrum analyzer. Will be developed an optical system for 

collection of light capable of operating in a vacuum and low temperatures with the possibility 

of remote alignment. 
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